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James Smith - Introverted

                            tom:
                Ebm (forma dos acordes no tom de Em )

                            Afinação: Eb Ab Db Gb Bb Eb

            Em            C
Remember when six weeks
G
Felt like a lifetime?
Em               C      G
Swear every day's faster now
Em             C
We all know the city
G
Runs on caffeine and white lines
Em         C       G
But I wanna slow it down

( E  E7 )

Am
The sun's gettin' low in the sky
D7
We've reached that familiar time

G
But, boy, don't be bad
        B7                         C
Come on, take a step back from the window
                    G                     B7
You know, you don't have to be high to get by
                   C
You're good as you are
            G
Just take a breath
               B7
Walk through a field
             C
T?ll all the people you lov? how you feel
              G
Remember, you used to be fun
     B7                      C          Cm
But, suddenly, you've become introverted

( G )

Em         C
I got a to-do list
G
That I never finish
Em              C         G
And that really grinds me down
Em                           C
I'm pulling out chunks of my hair
            G
And I'm well-aware
                          Em
That I'm only 23 going on dead

           C     G
I wanna be happy now

( E  E7 )

Am
The suns getting low in the sky
D7
We've reached that familiar time

G
But, boy, don't be bad
        B7                         C
Come on, take a step back from the window
                    G                     B7
You know, you don't have to be high to get by
                   C
You're good as you are
            G
Just take a breath
               B7
Walk through a field
             C
T?ll all the people you lov? how you feel
              G
Remember, you used to be fun
     B7                      C          Cm
But, suddenly, you've become introverted

( G )

Am                        D7
Well, I left a bit on the side
G                          Em
It's staring me dead in the eye
Am
The suns getting low in the sky
D7
And I'm feeling lonely tonight

G
But, boy, don't be bad
        B7                         C
Come on, take a step back from the window
                    G                     B7
You know, you don't have to be high to get by
                   C
You're good as you are
            G
Just take a breath
               B7
Walk through a field
             C
T?ll all the people you lov? how you feel
              G
Remember, you used to be fun
     B7                      C          Cm
But, suddenly, you've become introverted

Acordes


